
Interactive form and document editing

Fully dynamic page creation
(no limitations for complex document layouts)

Interactive form data collection

Adherence to corporate design and compliance requirements

Document displayed true to the original in editing mode

FFreely definable editing options

Context-specific selection of alternative text passages

The advantages at a glance:

edit documents interactively?

prepare pages fully dynamically?

collect form data interactively while adhering to corporate design and
compliance requirements?

edit document templates flexibly and quickly?

Then goSmart® FormStation® is the right solution for you.

Do you want to…

goSmart® FormStation® enables 
interactive form editing and auto-
mated text processing in the user-
friendly WYSIWYG mode.

DCS
Efficent document preparation

DESIGNER
Professional template design

JOBMANAGER
Multichannel document processing

TESTCENTER
Automated document testing

PROCESSMANAGER
Automated document processes

TEXTREPOSITORY
Multilingual document creation

RESOURCEMANAGER
Version management and staging

FORMSTATION
Interactive document editing

goSmart® FormStation®

Forms and documents visually represent you as a company, providing a 
trusted user interface, a structured way of presenting information and a 
means of promoting your image to customers. Focussing on essential 
content is becoming more important than ever given the information 
overload we face today.



Integration of signature pads for signing documents and/or passages
in documents

Digital signature support

Output on all printers and other output devices supported by
MS Windows

Integration into central output management

Form printing

WYSIWYG document editing for user-friendly implementation of
automated business correspondence

Seamless integration into specialist applications

Freely configurable editing options 

Company-specific configuration of formatting options

Integrated multilingual spellcheck and hyphenation

Integrated text processing

Components, tables, text modules and variable graphics available

For data validation and display purposes, text, number, date, time, 
barcode and graphic input field types are provided, along with check-
boxes and text processing fields that grow dynamically

Data-based dynamic document structuring

Test conditions and dynamic document structure can be defined without 
any programming

Fully dynamic document architecture

Functions and features
of goSmart® FormStation®

About INVARIS

INVARIS Informationssysteme GmbH 
was founded in 1986 and currently 
employs 50 specialists at the 
INVARIS headquarters in Eisenstadt. 

For 30 years the  company has 
enjoyed an excellent reputation 
among industry insiders as a leading 
provider of standard software in the 
field of output and document 
management.

INVARIS was awarded the State 
Award given by the Austrian 
Chamber of Commerce and 
received the Swiss ECM Award in 
2013.

The customer base includes 
well-known international companies 
from the banking and financial 
sectors, as well as the public sector 
and energy providers, all of whom 
have high volumes of documents. 
Raiffeisen-Bankengruppe (AT), 
Frankfurter Sparkasse (GER), PostFi-
nance (CH), Federal Labour Office 
(GER), Wiener GKK (AT), Berlin 
Wasser (GER), Energie Burgenland 
(AT), MAN (GER) oder Sixt (GER).

Contact us:

INVARIS Informationssysteme GmbH 
INVARIS Center
7000 Eisenstadt

Tel: +43 (0) 2682/ 64 000
info@invaris.com
www.invaris.com


